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Oranges Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Which family does orange belong to?

Moraceae

Rutaceae

Sapindaceae

2. The orange is supposed to be the hybrid of ...

Mandarin and lemon

Tangerine and pomelo

This is not a hybrid plant
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3. Who were the first to bring oranges to Europe?

The Dutch

The British

The Portuguese

4. What was orange originally called in France?

Orange

Pomme de Chine

Escargot

5. What is the scientific name of an orange fruit?

Hesperidium

Balausta

Berry

6. What is the scientific name of the top layer of the fruit peel?

Zest

Flavedo

Albedo

7. What is zest?

The orange seed

The outer colored layer of the fruit peel in some citruses

The milled citrus peels

8. Which vitamin makes the orange juice an excellent antiscorbutic agent?

Vitamin C

Vitamin B

Vitamin A

9. Is the orange peel useful?
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Yes ,even more than the orange itself

No, because it is poisoned

10. What can the orange peel be used for?

To burst a balloon

To remove some stains from clothes

To scare a rat or a mouse with its smell
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Oranges Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Which family does orange belong to?
  Rutaceae
  2. The orange is supposed to be the hybrid of ...
  Tangerine and pomelo
  3. Who were the first to bring oranges to Europe?
  The Portuguese
  4. What was orange originally called in France?
  Pomme de Chine
  5. What is the scientific name of an orange fruit?
  Hesperidium
  6. What is the scientific name of the top layer of the fruit peel?
  Flavedo
  7. What is zest?
  The outer colored layer of the fruit peel in some citruses
  8. Which vitamin makes the orange juice an excellent antiscorbutic agent?
  Vitamin C
  9. Is the orange peel useful?
  Yes ,even more than the orange itself
  10. What can the orange peel be used for?
  To burst a balloon
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